
FROM UNDERDOG  
TO  

TOP DOG 



Create a campaign that makes rescue dogs 
the most desirable breed of dog in Britain… 

Always up for a challenge, the Dog Trust dogs  
(often mistakenly labeled as an underdog 

 due to some of them not always having the perfect start in life)  
know they are a breed apart from all other dogs,  
and aim to snatch the title of TOP DOG in Britain 
 right from underneath the French Bulldog’s nez. 

INTRODUCTION 

By the end of 2018 the Kennel Club 
 have predicted the  

French Bulldog  
will be the most popular dog in the UK,  

knocking off the Labrador  
for the first time in 27 years! 



UK’S 
TOP DOG 

2018 
La	  $tle	  is	  mine…	  



THE PLAN 

Once a dog has been rehomed through the Dogs Trust 
 it becomes one of the family very quickly.  

If all goes to plan the story of it being a rehomed dog fades, 
 as much as anyone else talking about where they got their dog from.  

Underdog to TOP DOG seeks to celebrate all Dogs Trust dogs and their owners, 
reaching their friends and family via social media platforms. #DTtopdog 

 
The campaign will also head outdoors,  

encouraging all dog owners to get involved too.     
The campaign will generate an organic reach,  

disrupting the behaviour of people considering buying a dog.  
 

The campaign would be underpinned by national PR.  
Target audiences including: national/local radio/TV stations,  

animal press, blog influencers, lifestyle magazines… 
 

+ DM to the whole Dogs Trust supporter/employee database  



TOP DOGS OF 2018 
DOGS TRUST  

With a little help  
From our friends… 





The buzz builds with FB 
frames (and user generated 
content) growing and 
growing on the page 

The list of dogs to be 
rehomed is constantly 
updated, holding visitors 
interest 

As shares increase, 
so the gauge moves 
closer to Underdog 
becoming Top Dog 





Numerous frames to choose 
from, with the aim of 
engaging as many people 
as possible 

Each dog receives a Dogs 
Trust collar and lead on being 
rehomed, so there is no cost 
outlay to take part 

Opportunity to increase sales 
via the Dogs Trust shop 





Design similar to one of the  
Facebook frames 

Any dog owner stands 
against billboard to take a 
selfie 

Uses it as new Facebook 
profile photo, then adds a DT 
frame/share 





What happens when Dog Trust dogs become top dog 2018 
(i.e. 35,101 shares have been achieved) 

We did it! Thanks to you Dogs Trust dogs are now the most desirable breed in the UK 2018! 
Thanks to you sharing our 35,101 dog profiles  

600 dogs have found their ‘forever’ home, an amazing achievement. 
 

As dogs have left our care new ones have arrived needing it.  
With your continued support of sharing their details  

we know they will have a happy ending too.   


